CPO-I P450-I Figure S2 . Representative pre-edge fits. Fits of the pre-edge data indicate that the CPO-I preedge (a) is 14±8 % larger than the CYP119A1-I pre-edge (b). Fits of P450-I data accounted for the contribution of ~30% ferric enzyme. To obtain the final pre-edge area for P450-I, the value obtained from the fit must be scaled by 1.43 (i.e. 1.0/0.7). To obtain the P450--I spectra, contributions from ferric enzyme were subtracted from the raw data. . To obtain the CYP119A1-I spectra, contributions from ferric enzyme ( Fig. S4) were subtracted from the raw data. A 54--mT field was applied parallel to the γ--beam. Note that the Mössbauer spectrum of ferric CYP119A1 was found to be independent of temperature below ~ 40K. As a result, the 15K and 17.5K CYP119A1-I spectra were obtained by subtracting the 10K ferric spectrum from the raw data, while the 25K CYP119A1-I spectrum was obtained by subtracting the 20K ferric spectrum. Table S2 . Temperature dependent relaxation parameters used for simulating Mössbauer spectra presented in Figure 3 and S6.
Temp. (K)
Relaxation in ORCA with the same geometry, using the previous B3LYP 2 result as an initial guess, the BP86 6, 7 functional, TZVP basis set, and COSMO 4 with a dielectric of water, as well as core properties basis set, CP(PPP), 8 on the Fe atom. Plots of the results were made using the orca_mapspc feature in ORCA and orbitals were visualized using orca_plot. 5 Input files for preedge feature prediction were based on input files from Chandrasekaran et al.
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CYP119-I
Geometry used for pre-edge calculation. Geometry was optimized with Fe-S and Fe-O distances constrained to the values obtained from EXAFS measurements. 
CPO-I
